
Supplementary Table 1. Inter-rater reliability for the 791 modules.

Cohen’s Kappa 
Number of discrepancies 
Statistical concepts


Critical evaluation
0.49
20
Probability & randomness
0.89
3
Effect Size
0.86
3
Causality
0.62
6
Data treatment
0.41
9
Applied statistics
02
26
Protocol writing
0.41
5
Philosophy of science
0.51
5
Bayesian statistics
1
0
Multiple comparisons
0
2
Frequentist statistics (identified)
NA3
0
Practical significance
0
1
Statistical tools / techniques


Descriptive statistics (central tendency)
0.89
4
Descriptive statistics (variability)
0.84
6
Rank tests
0.76
9
ANOVA
0.92
3
Multivariable regression
0.86
5
Linear regression
0.82
7
Data distributions
0.61
14
Correlation
1
0
Graphical analysis
0.64
12
T-test
0.89
4
Factor analysis
0.79
6
Frequency tests
0.97
1
Statistical power
0.81
5
Meta-analysis
0.92
1
Confidence intervals
1
0
Replication
0.58
6
Other methodological skills


Reporting skills
0.61
12
Qualitative methods
0.85
6
Psychometrics
0.87
2
Hand calculations
0.78
3
Programming skills
0.79
2


























1Two modules were coded together because they were in the same document. Thus, we used 78 modules to calculate Kappa. 2One coder misunderstood the operationalization of this item. This misunderstanding led to one pair of coders having 24/37 discrepancies for this item while the other pairs of coders had 2/39 discrepancies, and 0/2 discrepancies. 3Neither coder identified a single module with this topic, thus a Kappa coefficient cannot be calculated.

Supplementary Table 2. Main results with optional modules excluded. 

Russell Group
Non-Russell Group
Statistical concepts


Critical evaluation
80% (61-87)
83% (53-98)
Probability & randomness
73% (52-83)
50% (22-78)
Effect Size
47% (30-65)
42% (16-72)
Causality
33% (22-52)
8% (1-37)
Data treatment
40% (26-61)
17% (2-47)
Applied statistics
27% (17-48)
8% (1-37)
Protocol writing
13% (9-35)
8% (1-37)
Bayesian statistics
0% (0-17)
8% (1-37)
Multiple comparisons
7% (4-26)
0% (0-25)
Frequentist statistics (identified)
0% (0-17)
0% (0-25)
Practical significance
0% (0-17)
8% (1-37)
Statistical tools / techniques


Descriptive statistics
100% (83-100)
92% (63-99)
Rank tests
100% (83-100)
92% (63-99)
ANOVA
100% (83-100)
92% (63-99)
Multivariable regression
100% (83-100)
75% (44-95)
Linear regression
100% (83-100)
83% (53-98)
Data distributions
93% (74-96)
75% (44-95)
Correlation
93% (74-96)
100% (75-100)
Graphical analysis
87% (65-91)
50% (22-78)
T-test
87% (65-91)
75% (44-95)
Factor analysis
87% (65-91)
42% (16-72)
Frequency tests
80% (61-87)
75% (44-95)
Statistical power
60% (39-74)
42% (16-72)
Meta-analysis
27% (17-48)
8% (1-37)
Confidence intervals
27% (17-48)
25% (5-56)
Replication
20% (13-39)
33% (11-64)
Other methodological skills


Reporting skills
93% (74-96)
100% (75-100)
Psychometrics
40% (26-61)
33% (11-64)
By hand calculations
33% (22-52)
8% (1-37)
Programming skills
7% (4-26)
0% (0-25)
Three modules were optional. When we exclude these modules, a few topics are mentioned in one fewer curriculum (orange highlight) and one topic is mentioned in two fewer curricula (red highlight).











































Supplementary Table 3. First-listed textbook.
 First-listed textbook
Russell Group
Non-Russell Group
field
7
10
howitt
3
1
gravetter
2
1
slocombe
2
0
warren
2
0
coolican
1
0
costello
1
0
davis
1
0
haslam
1
0
zuur
1
0
brace
0
2
braun
0
2
apa
0
1
coolican
0
1
pallant
0
1
sullivan
0
1
notAvailable
22
12
noTextbook
4
0
























If the syllabus mentions a textbook, we recorded the first textbook they listed. Sometimes multiple textbooks were listed alphabetically. This skews our results towards books written by authors with last names starting nearer the beginning of the alphabet.






Supplementary Figure 1. Dot plot of exam percentages.
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Russell Group modules are depicted in Blue and non-Russell Group modules are depicted in Pink. Of the 79 modules we sampled, 66 described how students are graded. We summed the percentage of grades within each module designated by the specific word ‘exam’, to produce this figure. This method likely underestimates the percentage of grades given for exam style tests because some modules used terms such as ‘class tests’. Other terms for grading items used in the syllabi included: lab reports, research reports, research participation, workbooks, practicals, tests, quizzes, mini-projects, research diary, SPSS test, assignments, research proposals, portfolio, research summary, coursework, presentations.

Appendix A: Changes from the registered protocol (https://osf.io/q7xsu).

Text excerpt from protocol
Change made
“Course”
The manuscript uses the term “programme” rather than “course”, as used in the protocol. We did this to minimize confusion between UK and US terminology.
“Exactly 162 universities meet our university inclusion criteria. Of these, 127 (23 Russell Group, 104 non-Russell Group) offer a course that meets our course inclusion criteria.” 
Our final numbers differed slightly from those assembled before we uploaded the protocol. They are 170 universities total, and 118 (23 Russell Group, 95 non-Russell Group) that offer a psychology programmes.
“We will use the courses and syllabi offered for the academic year starting in September 2020.” 

The year the syllabi were intended for was not always clear. Thus, we used the syllabus that was available online or sent to us.
“For the random sample of non-Russell group universities, 95% confidence intervals shall be calculated.” 
As we could only code 15 of the 23 Russell Group universities that offer an undergraduate psychology course, we also calculated confidence intervals for the Russell Group courses.
“Optional modules will be weighted using the probability of a student taking the option.”
We realize this would not work with binary coding. Three of the 79 modules were optional. We include optional modules in our main results. We also provide a supplementary table where optional modules are excluded from the results. 
“There may be cases where the modules identified in step 1 do not have a publicly viewable syllabus. Other modules may have a syllabus which is considered too short for coding. In both these cases, we will contact the course department to request documentation of what is taught on the modules, likely in the form of a syllabus provided to the students…We will further sample an equal number of non-Russell Group universities
We contacted all Russell Group universities that did not have a publicly available syllabus of sufficient details. We contacted 22 non-Russell Group courses. Because the response rate was low, we stopped contacted them. Instead we searched the remaining non-Russell Group courses online until we matched the Russel Group sample of 15 courses. To achieve the sample size of 15, we needed to check for available syllabi from all 95 non-Russell Group courses. When a second coder checked if the syllabi module were sufficiently detailed, the number of non-Russell Group courses meeting our inclusion criteria dropped to 12. Thus, the number of courses included are not equal between the Russell Group and non-Russell Group samples.
Appendix A: Coding items
·	We removed the item “Module Type” after coding ~15 modules because it was unclear and did not add important information.
·	We added the item “Confidence Interval” after coding  ~15 modules because we had forgotten it. We retrospectively coded this item for the first ~15 modules coded.
·	We coded the items “Descriptives: Central tendency” and “Descriptives: Variance” separately, but collapsed them together in our results because the syllabi often did not contain sufficient information to distinguish these two topics.
·	We added an item that asked to record what percentage of grades were given for exams. 
·	Philosophy of science and Qualitative methods were included in our coding form. However, after receiving peer reviewer comments, we realized that readers may be misled by these data because our sample only surveyed quantitative modules and these topics may appear in non-quantitative modules. Thus, we do not report these topics in the manuscript. For transparency, we found that 4/27 curricula mentioned philosophy of science and 24/27 mentioned qualitative methods.
Textbook “These may not be listed in module syllabi. In this case we will look at module reading lists. Only the primary textbook shall be recorded.”
We only looked at reading lists if a link was provided within the syllabus. Some syllabi reported multiple “primary” or “essential” readings. If this was the case, we recorded only the first-listed textbook.
“If the syllabus appears too brief or vague to accurately code, we will also contact the module instructor or course administrator”.

We did not preregister a precise operationalization of what constituted a sufficiently detail module syllabus for our coding procedure. Whether a module contained sufficient detailed was originally coded by a single team member and based on whether the module mentioned a topic in our coding form. At the peer review stage, we realized that this coding method was not strictly operationalized. Thus, we created a strict operationalization (as detailed in the manuscript) and had a second coder assess whether the modules contained sufficient detail. The second coder had 8 coding difference across all 149 modules, as compared to the first coder. In all cases, the first coder agreed with the second coder.



